Microsoft 365
www.impactcomputing.co.uk
We can help in your migration to a modern workplace from
your existing on-premise server
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Key Points…

On-Premise vs Cloud Solution
Choosing whether to have a cloud-based or on-premise infrastructure is a big
decision for any company - there are many factors which need to be considered.

ON-PREMISE

To assist with this decision; here are the key points for both solutions:

This is the traditional business IT solution
consisting of one or more servers and
network equipment based in designated
company offices.
▪ Requires a capital investment in
hardware and infrastructure
▪ Gives you physical control over your
backup

CLOUD SOLUTION

▪ Keeps critical data in-house with no
third-party access

Your data and core business applications
are hosted on a cloud platform. These
systems are accessed via an internet
connection.
▪ No need for onsite hardware or capital
expenses
▪ Predictable monthly/annual costs
▪ Easily scalable – the solution can grow
as your company does
▪ Well suited for remote workers – users
are no longer tied to a PC in your office

▪ No reliance on an internet connection
for access to data
▪ Additional maintenance costs for
warranties, hardware repairs, and
upgrades
▪ Remote Access options are
sometimes limited
▪ May take longer to recover from in a
disaster
▪ Security options are limited

▪ Additional costs may be incured for
backup options
▪ Data is stored in enterprise-grade
resiliant data centres around the globe
which meet high levels of security and
regulatory compliance standards.
▪ Updates and new features are
generally included in your package and
are deployed automatically
▪ Enhanced security and compliance
features included
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Microsoft 365
Microsoft 365 Business Premium is an integrated solution, bringing together the
best-in-class productivity of other Microsoft 365 packages with advanced security
and device management capabilities to help you safeguard your business data.
Office Apps

Data Protection Controls

Get the Microsoft Office apps (Word, Excel,
Outlook, PowerPoint and OneNote) installed
across PCs, Macs, tablets and mobile phones

Protect your business data on personal and
company-owned devices

Email and Calendars

Cyberthreat Protection

Use business-class email through an Outlook
experience you can access from your desktop, a
web browser, or a tablet/mobile device

Guard against unsafe attachments, suspicious
links, and other malware

File Storage

Collaboration and Sharing

Access your files from anywhere with 1TB of
storage

Collaborate, share, and communicate, with
flexible tools that go where your team goes

No need for an on-premise server
With Microsoft 365 Business Premium, you are
no longer reliant on an on-premise server to
store all your company files.
When your files are stored on the cloud, you
can access them from anywhere using your
laptop, tablet, home PC or even mobile phone.

What happens to my data?
File stored on your office PC

Access files on all devices

Documents • Pictures • Desktop

OneDrive

Department files

Share files across departments

Accounts • HR

Teams

Company files

Files stored online

Files available to the company

SharePoint

Impact Computing Cloud
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Your options…

Line of Business
Applications
You may have a core business
application without which, your
business could not function; this may
be a basic finance package or a more
complex customer management
system.
These systems must be taken into
account when considering a move to
the cloud.

KEEP ON-PREMISE

RELOCATE TO THE CLOUD

SWITCH TO ONLINE SERVICE

Your line of business application
remains on a server located in your
office.

The business application could be
relocated to a virtual server on the
Microsoft 365 cloud platform.

In some cases, there may be an
online alternative to the on-premise
application.

There would be no immediate
disruption to its functioning, but the
on-premise server would need to be
upgraded/replaced in the future.

Users would be able to access the
software from any location with an
internet connection.

Many software vendors now have an
option to use their software in an
online environment, accessible
through a web browser.

This solution can co-exist in a hybrid
solution with Microsoft 365.

Flexible upgrade options mean this
solution is scalable and easy to
manage.

This option may not be available in
all cases.

We can help you choose the best option for your company based on the software
you use, and the specific requirements of your users and your business needs.
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User Training
ONE-TO-ONE TRAINING
As part of the initial setup and migration, our
engineers will visit your office and provide basic
training to your users on a one-to-one basis.
Users will be shown how to perform their usual
daily tasks as they would have on the previous
systems. An engineer will be on hand to answer
any questions during the switch-over.
Subsequent support questions can be dealt with
through our normal support channels (telephone
or email)

ONLINE RESOURCES
The Microsoft 365 platform is backed by a
considerable amount of online training resources
from Microsoft. These resources comprise of stepby-step guides and instructional videos and can
prove to be an invaluable training asset.
The Impact Computing website will also host a
library of training articles for common tasks. This
content will evolve over time based on our
customers’ needs.

LIVE ONLINE TRAINING SESSIONS
The staff at Impact Computing will periodically
deliver training sessions which can be accessed
online in a live stream or pre-recorded format.
The topics being covered will include introductions
to new features within the Microsoft 365 platform
and how they could benefit your users and your
company.
You will also be able to provide feedback on the
subjects you would like us to cover in more detail.

Impact Computing Cloud
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OneDrive
Access, share, and collaborate on all your files from anywhere

No internet… no
problem

Anywhere Access
To your documents, pictures and
even those files stored on the
desktop of your PC in the office

Make your files available offline.
Any changes will upload when
you’re next online

1TB Cloud Storage
Save on your local disk space by
only downloading the files you need
– everything else stays in the cloud

External Sharing

Protect your files

Share you files with people inside
or outside your company with the
ability to restrict sharing

Easily recover from accidental
deletes or malicious attacks with
recycle bin and option to restore
your entire OneDrive

The Microsoft OneDrive App is
compatible with Windows 10
devices, Macs, Android devices and
Apple iPhones and Apple iPads

OneDrive provides seamless
integration with all other Microsoft
365 products
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SharePoint
Share and manage content, knowledge, and applications to empower teamwork, quickly
find information and seamlessly collaborate across the organisation.

SharePoint is at the heart of
the Microsoft 365
ecosystem unlocking a wide
range of options for how
your organisation
collaborates, accesses and
shares data.

DOCUMENT LIBRARIES
A replacement for the traditional network drive where you are
no longer tethered to an on-premise server. All your company
files are stored and organised in the cloud.

ONLINE AND LOCAL ACCESS
From a user perspective, they can still access the company
files through Windows Explorer just as they did with network
drives. Very little user training is required to accommodate
this change.

FILE SHARING AND COLLABORATION
“File in Use – Open as Read Only?” Not any more…
The file sharing and collaboration features in SharePoint allow
multiple users to access and edit the same file. Each user can
see the changes being made and who is making them in realtime.

AUTOMATIC VERSION CONTROL
Changes to files are tracked through version history – easily
rollback to an earlier version if you need to.

CO-AUTHORING
Users in different physical locations can co-author the same
Office document in real-time.

ACCESS ANYWHERE ON ANY DEVICE
Access your document libraries on-the-go through a web
browser or mobile app.

Impact Computing Cloud
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Microsoft Teams
CHAT
Share your opinion, and your
personality. Send gifs, stickers, and
emojis in a group chat or in one-to-one
messages.

MEET
Instantly go from group chat to video
conference with the touch of a button.
Teams of 10 or 10,000 can meet in one
place, no matter how many places
they’re in.

COLLABORATE
Never do that frantic, searching-for-files
thing ever again. In Teams you can
access, share, and edit Word docs,
PowerPoint, and Excel files in real time.

TEAM CONVERSATIONS

DIRECT MESSAGING

MEETINGS

Communicate with your entire team
wherever they may be located.
Target your messages to specific
channels or subjects.

Communicate in real-time with
individual members of your team.
Quickly share files across all
devices.

Organise your meetings through
Microsoft Teams, with full
integration with your Outlook
calendar. Show presentations or
share your screen with meeting
participants.

CONFERENCE CALLING

TEAMWORK HUB

SHARED CONTENT

High definition audio, web and video
conferencing across all devices with
multiple participants.

Customise the Teams environment
with additional tabs to bring all your
work into one place.

Shared calendars and mailboxes
further extend the collaboration
options.
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Microsoft 365 Security
Device Management
Securely manage data on Windows, macOS,
iOS and Android.

Control Data Access
Encrypted email and documents, conditional
access and multi-factor authentication.

Protect against data leaks
Prevent sensitive information from being
shared outside your business.

Advanced Threat Protection
Encrypted email and documents, conditional
access and multi-factor authentication.

KEY SECURITY FEATURES INCLUDED WITH MICROSOFT 365 BUSINESS PREMIUM:
MULTI-FACTOR AUTHENTICATION

DATA LOSS PREVENTION

A single password is no longer a sufficient
method of securing access to your data.
Secure passwords combined with 2FA codes
are a minimum requirement.

Automatically detect sensitive information, like
credit card numbers, bank details, and so on,
to prevent their inadvertent sharing outside
your company.

DEVICE COMPLIANCE

SENSITIVITY LABELS

Ensure devices, including users’ personal
equipment complies with your security
policies before allows it to access company
data e.g. phone/tablet must have a PIN set;
laptops must be encrypted and have up-todate antivirus installed.

Control access to sensitive information in
email and documents, with controls like "Do
not forward" and "Do not copy."

CONDITIONAL ACCESS

ENCRYPTED EMAIL

Ensure your company data can only be
accessed on devices located in list of ‘safe’
countries and by those staff permitted to
access it remotely.

On-demand email encryption ensures you can
send sensitive information via email knowing
that it can only be accessed by the intended
recipient.

REMOTELY WIPE DEVICES

ENHANCED EMAIL PROTECTION

You can remotely wipe company data if a
device is lost, stolen, or an employee leaves
your company.

Automatic scanning of links and attachments
in emails to assess if they’re part of a phishing
scheme or contain dangerous content.

Impact Computing will implement a baseline level security for your Microsoft 365 solution which will include all the
above features. Our additional security packages are available to further enhance this protection.
Microsoft are responsible for ensuring a 99.9% system uptime, mitigation from natural disasters, data security at their
data centres, data privacy and regulatory controls.
You are responsible for controlling access to the data residing in Microsoft 365, backup to a different location,
accidental deletion, malicious employees, ransomware, hackers and answering to corporate and industry regulations.
Impact Computing will help you with all these responsibilities.

Impact Computing Cloud
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Backup and Recovery
In todays world all businesses face the prospect
that their systems will be compromised; their
data stolen, held hostage or completely deleted.
Should this happen, a suitable backup solution
can literally save your business.
A backup solution also mitigates against day-today mishaps such as the accidental deletion of
data by your users.

It is a common misconception
that Microsoft provides fullfledged data protection for its
cloud platforms such as
Microsoft 365.

The reality is that while
Microsoft provides
infrastructure resilience, data
protection remains the
customer’s responsibility.

Data protection and recovery features included with your
Microsoft 365 solution:
▪

Deleted items recovery for 30 days in Microsoft
Outlook

▪

Two levels of recycle bin built into the OneDrive
and SharePoint systems so end-users can restore
their own data within 90 days of deletion

▪

Option for end-users to restore their entire
OneDrive storage to an earlier point in time

▪

Data retention policies to prevent the deletion of
data within a set time frame (enabled upon
request)

▪

File versioning to easily roll-back changes to a
Microsoft Office file

Microsoft 365 – Complete Backup Solution
To complement your Microsoft 365 cloud platform, Impact Computing can offer a complete
backup solution to provide you with the piece of mind that your data is securely backed up to a
third party at a different location. This solution is available as an additional cost per user.
Protects emails, attachments, contacts,
tasks, shared mailboxes, archive
mailboxes and calendars.
Safeguard files and folders in your
users’ OneDrive storage, and company
SharePoint sites.
Granular restore provides the ability to
restore a single file/email or an entire
mailbox.

Multi-level encryption to ensure
your backup data is secure.
Safeguard your data from a
wide range of threats.
Short recovery times to ensure
business continuity.
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